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The Jewish Memorial Centre is designed to reflect and commemorate the once 

vibrant Jewish Community of the City of Vilnius and its tragic fate. Vilnius (Vilna) was 

a citadel of Jewish scholarship until WWII and known as the "Jerusalem of Lithania". 

  

The Center will be situated in the heart of the Old Town, on the historical site of The 

Great Synagoguen and "Schulhoif", which was the cultural and spiritual centre of 

Vilnius' Jewish Community. This site has a huge historic importance. The place will 

function as a Cultural and Educational Center that will bridge between its glorious 

past and the future generations. It is expected to attract a significant international 

interest and tourism. 

 

According to the plan, the area will be rebuilt gradually from its buried ruins, 

combining part reconstruction of the old with contemporary buildings, incorporating 

findings from the archaeological excavations. The plan includes a restoration of Jews 

Street, which today stands like a wound in the fabric of the Old Town. 

 

The project has received extensive international support, including the Lithuanian and 

Israeli presidents, representatives of the Jewish Community and professional experts, 

both local and international. 

 

2011-2015 with the support of the Lithuanian Government, Vilnius’ Mayor in 

conjunction with the city's Urban Development Department advanced the Jewish 

Memorial Centre project and revised the City Plan in cooperation with its architect 

Tsila Zak.   

 

Despite the ongoing efforts to realize the full vision of the Centre, it has yet to be 

finalized and its status remains in jeopardy. The project's fragile status reflects many 

of the Conference’s themes: challenges and obstacles that the project needs to face, 

shifting political environments, contradicting attitudes and inner conflicts of the 

various 'official' Vilnius Jewish Community representatives, developing the tools 

needed to perpetuate the dialogue between past and future, and relate to the visitors 

of the 21st century in their language. 

  

There are lessons we can learn from this long rich and bumpy road, in order to 

prepare for the realization of the Centre. It is our hope that this conference, can 

contribute to it. 

 


